
Nº Bedrooms: 7 Nº Bathrooms: 7 Nº People: 16 M² built: 500 m² Wifi Jacuzzi Sauna Air conditioning
BBQ Dishwasher TV Washing machine Ski Room

Skiing/Snowboarding Cycling Cross country skiing Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding

Activities in resort

Chalet in Megève for 16 guests with 7 bedrooms and 7 bathrooms with 500 sqm

In the heart of the Alps, Megève nestles at a height of 2350 meters and harbors an exceptional 500 m2 chalet that looks over the white summits of the Mont-Blanc. Authentic and intimate, the resort offers 445 km
of ski slopes, starred restaurants and incomparable landscapes. An impressive four-stories pale wood building, the chalet benefits from a modern architecture, noble materials and luxury equipments. Its
contemporary character completes the natural charm of its environment that one can observe from the many balconies and the large terrace equipped with a Jacuzzi set in wood. Under the rough wood ceiling,
the living room is overwhelmingly welcome. Fur blankets lie on huge pearl colored couches and under a ceiling chandelier - made with many transparent globes - bricks, wood floor and wood mingle and so create
a modern and warm atmosphere. Heavy curtains give a cozy look to this intimate space. A lamp inspired by Castiglioni illuminates the dining room where the main feature is wood, surrounding a granite table,
contemporary fur armchairs and a very charming second living room. The kitchen, an open space, is illuminated by LED lightings and proposes white and polished concrete furniture: an industrial touch combined
with the wooden spirit. Behind a mysterious door, one discovers a heated pool, its reflections give the mirrors a blue glow. In the basement again, a maze of glass doors hide a large sauna and Turkish bath, the
final touches to the relaxing journey offered by this exceptional mansion. The master’s bedroom, tender and sophisticated, displays a large bed and a private living room, featuring white fur blankets, subdued
lightings and a small window in the wood ceiling to see the sky of Megève. The bathroom is a combination of style with a Turkish bath with black mosaic and white marble. The three others bedrooms are
decorated with natural material: wood, leather and linen are coming together around the large beds and leave the pale marble to the elegant Italian showers. The last suite benefits from a bar and a private
terrace. A dormitory can welcome up to four children in its wood bunk beds, it also has a private balcony and a bathroom with shower. Family and friends will discover an unique harmony between nature and
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comfort.
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